Nedap
iD Cloud
Merchandise Simply Available.
With perfect inventory visibility,
zero waste and no losses.
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As consumers reset the expectations of fulfillment to being fast and
convenient, retailers and brands are adapting their operations and
supply chain to meet those expectations. In the meantime, consumers
are also becoming increasingly aware of the far-reaching implications
of how they shop, consume, and dispose everyday items. This surge
in awareness of both social and sustainability issues within the retail
industry is driving brand choice and a rise in conscious consumerism.
All these requirements put significant pressure on fulfilment and
inventory accuracy to create visibility across the supply chain.

The Problem
Supply chain visibility is more important than ever. Whether
inventory is in a distribution center, a physical store or on the move,
you cannot make fulfillment promises to your customers without an
accurate view of your inventory. Having silos of inventory or multiple
inventory sources means that you often have inventory that meets
your customer’s needs and timing, but you just can’t see or access
it, so you lose the sale. To counter this, retailers carry too much
safety stock. Unfortunately, this leads aggravated customers, giving
away margin due to markdowns and an unnecessary environmental
impact as much of the unsold stock are sent to landfill.
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Why

Perfect
inventory
visibility, zero
waste and no
losses.
That’s our vision
for every retailer in this world.
We do this by making it simple for retailers
to always have the right products available,
at the right place and at the right time.
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How
By tracking every
unique item movement
throughout the supply
chain and collecting data
in a cloud-based inventory
repository.
Whether it’s in-store, a distribution center or
through loss prevention efforts. This enables
you to keep track of every single item using
RFID technology, from the moment it leaves the
production factory to the exact moment the item
gets shipped, sold or when it’s returned.
Break down your inventory silos and create a
single view of stock across your entire supply
chain. And have items move between your
stores, distribution centers and e-commerce
without losing sight of any single item. Enabling
perfectly matched demand and supply
anywhere, at any time.
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What
The Nedap iD Cloud platform is an integrated

suite of SaaS solutions, purposefully built for
RFID technology. iD Cloud’s foundation is our
EPCIS repository, which is based on industry
standards.

This makes Nedap iD Cloud the integration layer between your existing
IT systems such as ERP, POS, WMS,
OMS and RFID technology. There is
no need to replace or change your
existing IT infrastructure, add any
new infrastructure or change your
current systems.
iD Cloud is the only scalable enterprise
platform that gathers all your EPC inventory
data into one place to create perfect inventory
visibility with the use of RFID technology.
Nedap iD Cloud provides a single, real-time
view of your inventory.

This allows you to scale your
business, increase sales and
boost customer happiness
without waste and losses.

Global user
community

The iD Cloud platform continues to evolve,
based on input from our active global user
community. This is what makes our platform
unique, since retailers and brands, together
with us, decide the roadmap of our platform.
The multi-tenant foundation of iD Cloud
enables us to quickly scale our platform and
capacity to any size, location or need.
That’s why we developed four specialized
solutions on top of the iD Cloud platform that
allow you to extend use cases and easily
scale with your needs and ambitions. Whether
you would like to start in your stores, DCs or
through Loss Prevention efforts.
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Start your journey

with the Global Leader in RFID.
The iD Cloud platform supports four solutions, all powered by a unique team of experts
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The cloud-based RFID in-store
SaaS software solution digitizes
stock management processes,
making them more efficient
and more accurate. our multiuser app can provide intelligent
stock takes and a smart in-store
replenishment process.

The supply chain solution
enables automating processes
in distribution centers with
the use of RFID technology.
Verify incoming and outgoing
shipments, counts, returns and
picking & packing.

The role of Loss Prevention
has changed. Now more than
ever, consumer demands and
omnichannel strategies call for
modern and data-driven Loss
Prevention strategies. Combat
new forms of shrink and theft
while enabling new seamless
checkout options with the use of
RFID technology.

The iD Cloud platform can be
easily integrated with your
Online Order Management
(OMS), which in-return gets fed
more accurate inventory data
in real-time that enables to
determine the best approach to
fulfilling the customer’s order
and improves availability.
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